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CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT
AND REFERRAL
GUIDELINES IN
EMERGENCY
RADIOLOGY
BY BORIS BRKLJAČIĆ AND LUIS DONOSO

Medical imaging is a ubiquitous diagnostic tool in medicine, part and parcel of the standard operating procedure for caring for patients in an
enormous number of clinical scenarios.

This is where guidelines and clinical decision
support systems come in. Imaging referral

CLINICAL DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

guidelines are a way to systematically organise knowledge about the appropriateness

At the most basic level, clinical decision sup-

of the different imaging modalities and their

port is a system that utilises a knowledge base

diagnostic value for a given clinical scenario.

of indicators to guide the user in making a

These guidelines tell doctors in which cases

decision based on certain parameters. In the

an x-ray is the best option for diagnosis, for

context of medical imaging, the knowledge

example, or whether a magnetic resonance

base consists of the imaging referral guide-

imaging (MRI) exam is preferable over a com-

lines, the user is the referring doctor (usually

puted tomography (CT) scan for a particular

primary care physicians or specialists such as

condition. Given the complexity of medical

cardiologists or orthopaedists, etc.), and the

imaging, guidelines are an essential tool to

parameters relevant for the decision are the

support doctors in deciding what is best for

patient’s characteristics including age, gender,

their patients. In Europe, the availability of evi-

and the signs and symptoms which he or she

dence-based referral guidelines is mandated

has presented with.

by the EURATOM Basic Safety Standards
(BSS) Directive, the European Union’s radi-

Imaging referral guidelines have been avail-

ation protection legislation, while the United

able for around 25 years in many countries.

States has gone a step further by requiring the

They have traditionally been available as struc-

use of guidelines via a decision support mech-

tured but narrative text documents available

anism starting in 2019.

in print or as PDF files, and more recently also
in static, searchable digital applications. Main-

Every imaging exam needs to be medically

taining and updating the vast knowledge base

justified, and the justification process has

composed of these guidelines is a complex

several steps. In the case of modalities using

and lengthy task involving dozens, or even

ionising radiation, such as plain radiography

hundreds, of radiologists and consultants from

and CT, the responsibilities and process for

other specialties. One downside to this is that

Since the discovery of x-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895, the sci-

justifying the patient’s exposure to radiation

it can take a long time before a new version of

entific and technological development of imaging has been nothing short

are defined by law. Justification in medical

comprehensive guidelines is published, while

of astounding. Particularly since the ‘digital revolution’ in recent decades,

imaging means that the expected medical

the current document slowly but continuously

the pace of technological innovation has accelerated exponentially, and at

and diagnostic benefit is greater than the

becomes outdated. Their narrative style can

the same time radiologists are increasingly becoming (sub-)specialists in

associated risk. Making sure that the referral

make these guidelines ill-suited for the quick

fields focused on a particular modality or body area.

is appropriate for the patient and his or her

decisions that are necessary in modern medi-

condition is the first step in the justification

cine when, on average, general practitioners in

With this ever-increasing complexity in terms of technological applications,

process. Referral guidelines are the knowledge

Europe only have 7 to 15 minutes to spend per

medical knowledge and professional skills, along with the awareness of the

base that help doctors determine how appro-

patient.

importance of radiation safety, it is more important than ever to ensure

priate various modalities are in a given situa-

healthcare processes are organised to ensure that patients receive the

tion, and clinical decision support systems are

CDS can go a long way in addressing these

imaging examination with the highest diagnostic value for any given clinical

the IT tools that make guidelines user-friendly.

issues. One of the first steps in developing

indication.

a CDS mechanism for imaging referrals is to
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turn the guidelines for appropriate referrals

into which they can be integrated. Speed is an

into actionable rules in an algorithmic, soft-

important factor in healthcare delivery – even

ware-compatible format. These guidelines are

more so in emergency scenarios, as we shall

often supplemented with additional recom-

see later – and doctors do not have the option

mendations based on expert consensus to

of spending extra time consulting guidelines

broaden the coverage of clinical scenarios,

to fill in forms. The widespread adoption

and to increase the amount of structured

of hospital information systems, electronic

information that is used in the process and

patient records, and computerised physician

captured by the system, which can be ana-

order entry (CPOE) systems has led to the

lysed to further improve the guidelines over

development of streamlined IT workflows

time. The digital format also allows updated

into which CDS systems can be seamlessly

guidelines to be brought to the user in much

integrated.

FIGURE 1
Example of how CDS displays actionable appropriateness recommendations within existing workflows.

shorter intervals. In addition, the system’s
recommendations can be adapted to reflect

In its integrated form, a CDS system does

national regulations, local guidelines or insti-

not interrupt the clinical workflow; it simply

tutional circumstances, for example taking

changes an existing process and adds valua-

into account the availability of certain types

ble information for the doctor. By communi-

Different configurations are possible. For

justified at all. Having up-to-date evidence at

of imaging equipment. If an evidence-based

cating with, for example, a hospital informa-

example, a common way of incorporating CDS

doctors’ fingertips has important educational

guideline recommends the latest technology

tion system, CDS automatically pre-selects

alerts is to only display them if the doctor is

benefits while making medical practice more

as the most appropriate option, this is of little

key patient parameters such as age and

about to request an exam that is not appropri-

consistent and reducing variation and the risk

use in practice to doctors and patients if the

gender that are relevant for selecting the

ate to the patient’s condition according to the

of medical errors. Requesting the right test the

equipment is not available at their location.

appropriate exam, while the doctor selects a

guidelines. It should be noted that it is always

first time saves resources, time and money.

structured indication based on the patient’s

the healthcare professional that makes the

symptoms, which previously was done as

final decision, as CDS has a strictly advisory

This leads us to another crucial advantage

free text. In most referral forms, the doctor

function in supporting this decision. Needless

of embedding referral guidelines digitally

still has the option to add further observa-

to say, no software is perfect, and a doctor

through CDS: it makes reliable data on appro-

tions that may help the radiology depart-

may be able to take into account information

priateness available for analysis. The data

ment carry out the examination, but the use

that a digital record cannot. However, the fact

gained from this process can be analysed, and

CDS systems can be used as stand-alone

of structured indications makes referrals

that users are being made aware of guidelines,

findings can be used to reduce unnecessary

portals that doctors consult similarly to text-

much more consistent and clear than a free

in real time and at the point of care, is a sig-

radiation exposure, improve the efficiency

based guidelines, with the already noted

text request. With this information, the CDS

nificant improvement, providing doctors with

of workflows, reduce waiting times, or even

advantage of being dynamic taking into

system returns feedback on the appropriate-

important additional information to take into

support long-term investment decisions in

account particular parameters. However,

ness of the examinations that are available at

account when making healthcare decisions

healthcare systems by giving a clearer picture

using a separate portal without access to

the radiology department the patient is to be

for their patients. Hospitals that have imple-

of the need for different imaging modalities.

the patient’s record as well as other IT pro-

sent to. Usually, this information is presented

mented CDS in the United States have experi-

grammes the doctor would otherwise use, is

by grouping the available exams into catego-

enced a significant change in referral patterns,

Because it affects imaging referrals from all

not an efficient way to embed referral guide-

ries in descending order of appropriateness,

as doctors can now make their decisions using

departments, the implementation of a CDS

lines in clinical practice. An important condi-

perhaps aided by colour coding in green,

evidence-based recommendations either

system is an endeavour for a whole enterprise

tion to facilitate the use of CDS systems is the

yellow and red to make it visually clearer

by selecting a more appropriate exam or by

or hospital, not just for a radiology depart-

existence of an electronic referral workflow

(Figure 1).

concluding that in a given case imaging is not

ment alone. A shared understanding is needed

IMPLEMENTATION AND
USE OF CDS SYSTEMS
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and the leadership of the project has to be

to enter into a partnership with the ACR and

that the margin for delays in the emergency

cost-benefit ratio for healthcare organisations,

jointly agreed from the beginning with the

NDSC, which were collectively selected as

department is infinitely smaller than in ‘regu-

professionals and patients.

hospital management and the clinical depart-

the best platform provider in an open bidding

lar’ healthcare situations.

ments involved.

process, to realise its plan to introduce a CDS

CDS IN RADIOLOGY – ACR
AND ESR EXPERIENCE

In recent years radiology exam volumes in

system for referral guidelines in Europe. In

The editorial of a British Journal of Radiology

the ED have increased significantly compared

cooperation with the ACR, the ESR ‘Europe-

edition dedicated to emergency radiology

to long-term trends. While the benefits of

anised’ the Appropriateness Criteria to create

identified the major challenges for radiology in

emergency imaging and its impact on phy-

referral guidelines adapted for use in Europe.

the emergency department (ED) as, inter alia,

sicians’ diagnoses and treatment decisions

These guidelines have been available through

finding a common language between different

are well-documented, it is not clear whether

the decision support system ESR iGuide in

groups of physicians, finding the human, eco-

this increase is entirely justified for medical

The use of CDS for radiology referrals was

Europe since 2016, when the first pilot pro-

nomic and technical resources for round-the-

reasons or whether imaging is being overused,

pioneered at Massachusetts General Hospital

jects started in European countries.

clock coverage, and reducing costs by choos-

and if so what the reasons for such overuse

in the United States almost 15 years ago. The

ing the appropriate technique for each case.

are, and if there is room to slow this growth by

experience at MGH, where the introduction

CDS helps address each of these challenges.

avoiding unnecessary exams. In fact, there is

of CDS led to a reduction in medically unnec-

The clinical indications in a CDS system are

no evidence that the higher number of imag-

structured and based on coherent terminol-

ing exams being carried out lead to a corre-

ogy, and the introduction of CDS therefore

sponding improvement in patient outcomes.

necessarily creates a common language

Some studies have identified the concept of

essary CT scans of 12 percent between 2003
and 2007, was the starting point for a devel-

CDS IN THE EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT

opment that eventually culminated in the 2014
Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA)

The emergency department is different from

between radiology and other departments,

‘defensive medicine’ – doing a medical exami-

that mandates the use of CDS and accredited

other departments in a healthcare organisa-

including the emergency department. In addi-

nation for fear of adverse legal consequences

appropriateness criteria for Medicare and Med-

tion not only because of the types of patients

tion, each exam associated with an indication

without medical justification – as part of the

icaid patients across the United States starting

that they see and their pathologies but also

has an appropriateness rating, creating a

reason for the increase in exam volumes for

January 2019.

because of the issue of time which impacts

standard framework in which medical deci-

certain modalities which are not clinically

healthcare delivery in two ways. First, emer-

sions for radiology referrals are made. And if a

justified. The use of evidence-based medicine

The Appropriateness Criteria of the American

gencies can happen at any time of day (or

decision that is not in line with the guidelines

and the application of referral guidelines have

College of Radiology (ACR), first developed

night), any day of the week, any time of the

is taken, it can be discussed and justified in

been suggested as possible remedies. There-

over 25 years ago, are currently the most

year. It is obviously a significant difference if

reference to this common framework.

fore, with it being the most effective tool for

widely adopted set of guidelines in the coun-

a patient comes to a hospital during regular

try. In 2012, the ACR partnered with National

working hours on a weekday, or whether an

CDS supports consistent coverage round-the-

lines in clinical practice, CDS can help optimise

Decision Support Company (NDSC) to trans-

injury occurs during the early hours of a Sun-

clock as it is continually available independ-

the quality of care, safety and outcomes for

form the Appropriateness Criteria and make

day morning, both in terms of the staff that

ent of the time of day or staff on duty. What

ED patients.

them available in a CDS platform called ACR

is present and potentially in the facilities that

is more, CDS can help alleviate fluctuations

Select. As a qualified provider-led entity under

are available. For example, some community

in the number, experience and expertise of

To do so effectively and in a coordinated way,

the terms of PAMA, the ACR’s Appropriate-

hospitals may switch off their MRI machines

the staff available at any given time, helping

evidence-based knowledge is a prerequi-

ness Criteria are a national standard for imag-

on weekends or public holidays.

to guide imaging referrals towards the most

site. This is something CDS can help provide

ing referrals, and the widespread adoption of

the incorporation of evidence-based guide-

appropriate option, thereby also contributing

thanks to the structured information cap-

ACR Select has afforded the ACR and NDSC a

The second way time makes a difference is

to the optimal use of the available technical

tured in the process, which provides a much

wealth of experience in delivering CDS.

in the speed with which an emergency has

resources. This in turn leads to optimisation

clearer picture of what imaging is used for

to be dealt with. In some cases, stroke being

of costs by improving the appropriateness

and it enables doctors to detect trends that

This is part of the reason why the European

an example, mere minutes can literally make

of referrals and, consequently, the diagnostic

warrant closer inspection, and this can in turn

Society of Radiology (ESR) in 2014 decided

all the difference in the world. This means

yield of the exams carried out, improving the

lead to the optimisation of clinical decision
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rules. Secondly, as a tool that ensures that

be immediately clear. It also helps with regard

associated with them, along with information

Many studies on CDS in the ED have focused

the match between an indication and the

to consistent practice, making sure patients

on the appropriateness of the requested

on pulmonary embolism as the clinical indi-

prescribed exam is appropriate according to

with the same condition are sent to the most

exam. In many cases, this can avoid the need

cation to evaluate the impact of CDS. It has

validated guidelines, the core function of the

appropriate imaging desk regardless of

for consultations with the referring physician

been shown that the introduction of CDS has

system is to ensure each referral is done for a

whether they visit the fully staffed ED during

to clarify an unclear reason for the exam, and

decreased the volume of CT in these scenar-

medically sound reason. One European study

peak hours or in the middle of the night.

it reduces the time spent on vetting referrals

ios, while increasing the yield of the exams

or approving examinations.

actually carried out. This means that CDS

uncovered an overuse of x-ray and went on to

makes the use of CT in evaluating acute PE

establish that a decrease is possible for certain

In addition, using CDS in the ED has the

injury types such as limb injuries or abdomi-

already familiar benefits of being able to

In the United States, where CDS systems have

more targeted, avoiding radiation exposure for

nal pain without negatively affecting patients’

monitor what is taking place. Being able to

been in use for a number of years, including

patients that do not need it (Figure 3).

treatments, thereby easing problems with

detect trends or patterns and optimising

in emergency departments, studies have

crowding and cost in the ED.

processes based on this information can

demonstrated that they can have a significant

Other studies have shown that an option to

streamline the cooperation between the ED

impact on the improvement of patient care.

bypass or override CDS – even though this

and the radiology department to the benefit

A study on the introduction of CDS using the

may be necessary in certain exceptionally

of patients.

ACR Appropriateness Criteria in Los Angeles

urgent cases – can have a negative effect on

IS THERE ANY REASON
NOT TO USE IT?

compared the appropriateness of referrals

the appropriateness of imaging. One study

A few things need to be considered when

before and after, and results showed that the

analysing the effect of overriding CDS con-

implementing CDS in the emergency depart-

amount of appropriate referrals increased,

cluded that the yield of CT for acute PE was

For most common emergencies, there are

ment. For example, there needs to be an

reaching a consistently higher appropriateness

more than twice as high with CDS compared

certain pre-defined, well-tested and routine

option to bypass the system if necessary.

score baseline towards the end of the study

to referrals without decision support. The

procedures in place to ensure the process

The doctor is always best placed to decide

period. This study is significant as it looked at

odds of surviving acute PE were more than

is as smooth, fast and efficient as possible.

if time is of the essence, and appropriate-

all referrals that occurred in the ED of a whole

50 percent lower when providers overrode

To effectively use CDS in the ED, it is impor-

ness may be of secondary importance in a

health system during the trial (Figure 2).

rather than followed the decision support

tant to understand in which cases it provides

given set of circumstances. However, even

added value, and how possible disruption can

though CDS may be seen as an extra step in

be kept to an absolute minimum.

the referral process, it does not necessarily

guidelines.

add time to it; on the contrary, it can actually
There are some obvious advantages. The

save valuable time. In the ED it is even more

ED is not specialised for a certain body area

important than in other departments that

or a particular type of disease. Therefore,

staff is well-trained in using CDS to make

the range of possible scenarios and patient

sure the referral process is completed as

pathologies is unlimited, and no doctor can

quickly as possible. An experienced user will

be an expert in every type of situation. By

be just as quick in completing a CDS referral

making comprehensive guidelines available

as they would otherwise be, and, as we have

within the native workflow, CDS can be an

seen in cases in which the doctor on duty

extremely useful support tool in cases where,

may be less familiar with a particular situa-

e.g., a junior doctor is on duty during a night

tion, CDS can be a valuable advisory tool sig-

shift, or even if a more experienced doctor

nificantly speeding up the decision making

encounters a patient with a condition where

process. As for the radiology department,

there is no pre-defined pathway in place and

referrals that went through the CDS process

the most appropriate imaging exam may not

are guaranteed to have a clear indication

HELP Emergency Medical Imaging

FIGURE 2
CDS can significantly improve the appropriateness, and consequently the diagnostic yield, of ED Referrals.
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The emergency department is a clinical
setting with unique challenges, and health-

Guidelines and other tools supporting evi-

care organisations meet these challenges in

PROF. DR.SC. BORIS
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optimal use of the available resources. Staffing

his radiology educa-

to 2012, chairing the Advisory Committee of the

sheer endless amount of scientific information

issues, lack of availability of equipment, vari-

tion with his Croatian

Croatian Ministry of Health on Radiology since

and medical data coupled with the rapidity of
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board exam in 1994,

2004 and being a member of the International

technological innovation make necessary the
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having already been
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ability to collate and maintain huge amounts

and other factors can negatively affect the

awarded his MD by

2011. Following a number of committee-level

of medical knowledge, and to make it availa-

quality and safety of patient care. The use of

the University of Zagreb School of Medicine
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imaging in the emergency department is one
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within healthcare workflows. This is essential
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support systems are the most effective tool
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radiology. The implementation of a decision
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function.

support system for radiology referrals needs
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to be tailored by the radiologists and referrers
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to the particulars of emergency medicine in
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order to be successful. The following aspects
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FIGURE 3

diagnostic yield is increased while unnecessary radiation
exposure is reduced.
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